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A method of constructing an algebra directly from a diagram representing a preconceived struc- 
ture is described, and various conditions sufficient to insure the feasibility of the construction are 
presented. 
Introduction 
Over the years, a great deal of insight into the structure of finite-dimensional alge- 
bras and their modules has been gained by constructing examples that satisfy (or fail 
to satisfy) various conditions. The usual procedure is first to visualize an algebra 
structure that would yield the desired conditions, and then to attempt to construct 
an algebra with that structure either as a subring (perhaps modulo an ideal) of a 
matrix ring (for example, as in [ll ,13-151 or, more recently, as a path algebra de- 
rived from a quiver with relations (see [5,6,16]). Any algebra over an algebraically 
closed field can be realized (up to Morita equivalence) in either of these manners, 
but it is not always so clear how or whether it is possible to construct one with a 
preconceived structure. 
Here, inspired by Alperin’s diagrammatic representation of certain modules [1], 
we describe a method of constructing an algebra directly from a ‘visualized’ struc- 
ture, and we present various conditions that are sufficient to insure that such a con- 
struction is possible. This allows one to circumvent the ad hoc and often tedious 
processes of actually presenting the matrix ring or path algebra with relations that 
fulfills the desired conditions. 
1. Module diagrams 
We begin by defining module diagrams that are similar to those in Alperin’s [I]. 
Our diagrams will yield a slightly larger class of algebras than his would, but they 
do not have the topological description that his have. 
A module diagram IR1 is a finite directed graph with distinguished node 0 that 
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satisfies the following conditions: 
(Dl) There is at most one arrow between any two nodes; 
(D2) The only oriented cycle in d is an arrow beginning and ending at 0; 
(D3) There is an arrow x -+ 0 in &Z if and only if there is no arrow x -+ y ~0. 
(We shall also let JX denote the set of nodes in A.) 
A subdiagram 42 of a module diagram J@ is a subgraph 4% such that if XE % 
and x-y in A, then x--+y in ‘4% The quotient diagram of A by a, denoted A/%, 
consists of the nodes in 4 \ @ together with all arrows of JZ between them and 
arrows x --+ 0 for each XE & \ 4% such that every arrow in & that begins at x ends 
in a. 
We note that g(A), the lattice of subdiagrams of A, is a complete lattice under 
union and intersection. ‘We say that a module diagram is simple if it has exactly one 
node x+0, and a subdiagram * of &8! is minimal (maximal) in case 49 (A/%) 
is simple. If 0 #XE Jtl, we let a(x) denote the smallest subdiagram of &Z containing 
x. Then a(x) is called local; e(x)\ { ) x is its unique maximal subdiagram. 
The radical of A, Rad A, is the intersection of all maximal subdiagrams of 4; 
the socle of 4, Sot 4, is the union of all minimal subdiagrams of JZ. These are 
characterized by 
xERad& iff U-+X for some UEJC 
xESoc ~8% iff x--+0 in &. 
If A=SocJte or, equivalently, Rad JZ = 0, then J4 is semisimple. 
A module diagram 4 together with a function L : J4 \ (01 -+ { 1, . . . , n> labeling 
the nodes of &’ is called an n-diagram. An example of a 3-diagram is 
where headless arrows go down and nodes are indicated by their labels. In the future 
sketches of diagrams we shall omit the node 0 and all arrows ending at it. 
If R is an artinian ring with basic set of idempotents el, . . . , e, and corresponding 
set of simple modules S; =&/Rad Rei, i = 1, . . . , n, then a diagram for an R- 
module A4 is an n-diagram d together with an injective lattice homomorphism 
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6 : .9’(A) --+ 9((M) from subdiagrams of J4 to submodules of M such that 
(Ml) The number of non-zero nodes of &Y equals the composition length of M; 
(M2) 6 (Rad %) = Rad 6( ‘@) for all *E g(d); 
(M3) If xe& and a, VEX with x@ * and Y’= % U {x}, then S(V)/ 
V4+,,,. 
Similar to [I, Theorem 31 we have 
Proposition 1.1. If AZ is a diagram for an R-module M, then S(d) = A4, a(O) = 0, 
and if @C ‘V’ are subdiagrams of J& then ‘IT/@ is a diagram for S(W)/S(%). 
Proof. The subdiagrams of 7’7% are easily seen to be those of the form w/o21 with 
4% c 9+‘c “y; so 9U* -+ 6( w)/S( a) makes “t/‘/s into a diagram for 6(‘V)/6( a). 
Since 6( %) is simple for each minimal subdiagram % of A, we see inductively that 
6(A) = M, and 6(O) = 0 because 6(O) = G(Rad 0) = Rad 6(O). Cl 
If JZ and Jv are both n-diagrams, a homomorphism @ : A+ JV is a function on 
nodes satisfying 
(Hl) (a) If e(x) --+ u in J, then there is an y E J%Z such that x-+y and e(y) = o; 
(b) If x-+y in JZ and @(y)+O, then @(x)+@(y) in JK 
(H2) L(@(x)) = L(x) whenever G(x) #O. 
We note that (Hl) insures that Im @ is a subdiagram of Jv, and that there is a sub- 
diagram X, called the nullity of 0, with nodes (XE J& 1 @(x) = 01. However, JZ/X 
may not even have the same cardinality as Im @, for @ need not be injective on 
&\L%. Also we note that End(d) = Hom(M, A) is a semigroup with identity 
l=lA and zero 0:x-O (xE~). 
Finally, if JZ is a disjoint union of subdiagrams J& = ~6$6 ... G Ak, in the sense 
that A; f7 Aj=O whenever i#j, then the corresponding projections are si~End(&), 
i=l , **-, n, the idempotents with (ei 1 Mi) = l.,+ and Ed = 0 whenever i#j; and 
we often identify a homomorphism @ : di -+ Jv with @ 0 E; : J@ -+ J’K 
2. Diagram algebras 
A potential algebra diagram is an n-diagram 3 that is a disjoint union of local 
subdiagrams B = P1 G ... 6 9n such that 
(Al) q= %V(ei) with A(ei)=i (i=l,...,n); 
(A2) If ei -+ a#0 in 99, then there is no other arrow x-+ a in a, and there is an 
epimorphism @ : PAfnj --++ *(a). 
In such a diagram we writeg= Rad@), g2 = Radu), etc., and gkgi = @i n$?, 
so then ~~i\~29i = (aE 92 1 e; -+ a}. Also if (Q, 1 a cz&T\g2} is a set of epimor- 
phisms @Cl : PAto) --+ *(a), then we let X= Z((g3,I a ~g \g2}) be the subsemigroup 
of End(B) generated by the projections el, . . . , E, and (@,, 1 a E&T \&T2}, and we de- 
fine a function 
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via 
0: v+-+ v(ei) if v=vOEi. 
Lemma 2.1. 0 : X-+ 92 is surjective. 
Proof. If O#xePi, then there is a path ei=xo-+xl+~*-+xk=x in pi. If k=O, 
take v=ci to get v(ei)=x. If k>O, then x,~$\$*, SO for j=A(xi) we have 
Q,, @j) =x1 - But then (see Hl) there is a path ej=yo--+yl -+ *** --+Y~-~ such that 
@x,(Yj)=xj+l (j=O,..., k - 1). But now the obvious inductive assumption yields 
an mE{l,..., n} and a v E SC such that v = vo E, and v(e,) =yk_ i, so we have 
O(@,, 0 v) =x. 0 
If the surjection 0 : 3f -+ % is also injective, we say that (B, {@, 1 a E~\JT*)) 
defines an algebra and that 92 is an algebra diagram. When this occurs, then for 
each x?t 0 in 3 there is a unique @X~ X and a unique i E { 1, . . . , n} such that 
@Je;) =x; and then 
i = A(x) and @,(Pi) * a(x). 
Now letting cP~=O E X, we have 
Lemma 2.2. If 52 defines an algebra, then the nodes of B form a semigroup g(z) 
isomorphic to Nap under the operation 
XY = @y(x) (4 Y E 3). 
Moreover, (e,, . . . , en) is an orthogonal set of idempotents in P(B) such that 
x ifxEYi, x if i=h(x), 
Xf?i = 
0 otherwise, 
and eix = 
I 
0 otherwise, 
and the nodes in &?= 39 \ (e,, . . . , e,> form an ideal in g(B). 
Proof. If x#O, then 
@My 0 &A = 4~~ 0 @,(e& = f&(x) = XY = W,) WY), 
so 0 is the required semigroup anti-isomorphism. The two equalities involving 
e; and x follow from xei = Gei(x) = Ed and ejx = GX(ei). By definition g= 99 \ 
(ei, . . . , e,>, and &? is an ideal because, if either x or y belong to $, then so does 
G,(x). 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let 92 be an algebra diagram with $= Rad(%), and write 92 = 93(B). 
Then 
(1) There is a path x-+x1 -+ ... -+xk=y+O in 6% if and only if there exist al, . . . , 
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ak Eg \g2 such that ak”’ a$=y#O; 
(2) @ is a subdiagram of B if and only if 4% is a left ideal in B; 
(3) If %Y is a subdiagram of B, then Rad( a) =$a. 
Proof. If x+ y #O in 3, then since @,(enc,,) =x, there is (by (Hl)) an a E 9k(Xj with 
eA(,) -+ a (so a E&T \JT2 by (A2)) and ax= @,(a) =.y. Conversely, if a E$ \&T2 and 
y=ax#O, th en by Lemma 2.3 a = aeAt,) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ so there are arrows 
eJ(,) --+ a and x= &(enc,,) -+ @,(a) = y. Thus x+)-,# 0 if and only if there is an 
a ~$7 \g2 such that ax = y f 0, and (1) follows. Statements (2) and (3) are easy con- 
sequences of (1). n 
We note here that by Lemma 2.3, $ is a nilpotent ideal of the semigroup 9? = 
9(B). 
In view of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, if 9 is a finite semigroup with zero and ortho- 
gonal idempotents el, . . . , e, such that 9= UU ej%j and Jz/= 9’\ {e,, . . . , e,> is a 
nilpotent ideal of 9, then we call 9 an algebra semigroup. Then from 9we obtain 
an n-module diagram B(Y) with nodes 9 by defining arrows 
x-+y#O iff ax=yfO 
for some a E Jz/ \ Jy2 and 
x-+0 iff J&=0, 
and labels 
n(x) =i iff eix#O. 
Moreover 
%?(Y)=~?iIj*.*Ij9~ with gi==%i. 
Now upon defining for each a $ fi\ a2 
@ a:x++xa (xtzy), 
we see that (9?!(P), { ea 1 a$ JV \ Jv”> is clearly a potential algebra diagram. These 
notions and the preceding lemmas lead to a straightforward but slightly tedious 
proof of 
Proposition 2.4. If 9 is an algebra semigroup, then S(Y) is an algebra diagram. 
Moreover if 99 is an algebra diagram, then 
B(g(B))=B and 9(34?(g))= 9. Cl 
In view of the preceding results we shall identify B with 9(s). Thus we obtain, 
for each algebra diagram 99 and each field K, a semigroup algebra K% whose struc- 
ture is nicely represented by the diagram 9% 
Theorem 2.5. If ~8 = gl G --- G Y,, is an algebra diagram, then for any field K. the 
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semigroup algebra R =K% is a basic K-algebra with basic set of idempotents 
q, . . . , e,, and B is a diagram for RR via 6 : %Y - K%, @Ed. Moreover 
6(9i)=Rei, i=l,..., n, and for each xz 0 in 3, @, induces an R-epimorphism 
fx : Re,,,, --) Rx. 
Proof. By R = KB we mean the K-algebra with basis +% \ (0}, zero element 
OR=Oa?, and multiplication (Es kxx)(C, k,Y)= Cse (C,=, k&,)z. Then by 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we see that el, . . . , e, are pairwise orthogonal idempotents with 
l=e,+ +.. + e, in R, and that Kg is a nilpotent ideal in R with R/K&k Kel @ *.a @ 
Ke, (ring direct sum). Thus R is basic with basic set of primitive idempotents 
cl, ..-, e, and Rad(R) = K&T Since by Lemma 2.3, tZ%Y C_ @ whenever W E 9(H), 
we see that 6( ‘@) = K% E 9(,R). Moreover, since @Z \ (0) is a K-basis for R, 
6: g(@)-,g(,R) is injective and a lattice homomorphism. The simple R-modules 
are one-dimensional over K, so the number of non-zero nodes in 9%’ is equal to the 
composition length of RR. Applying Lemma 2.3(3) we have, for each @~9’(%) 
&Rad e) = S(J?@) = K$K% = Rad B(e). 
Condition (M3) holds because, by Lemma 2.2, eix# 0 if and only if A(x) = i. Thus 
9? is a diagram for RR. Since gi = Bei by Lemma 2.3(l), we have s(yi)=Rei. 
Finally, if YE 9Z and PE gi, then #,(yp) =yp~=y@~(p), so the K-epimorphism 
fx : Re,,,, -+ Rx induced by @, is actually an R-epimorphism. 0 
If r9Z=9JJ...lj9~ is an algebra diagram, and if we let 
99’ = @(9(iq0P), 
then it follows from Proposition 2.4 and the discussion preceding it that k%?’ is an 
algebra diagram with the same nodes and radical as 9?; that 
x--+y#O in %’ iff @,(x)=yfO 
for some a E&F \g2 and that 
x-+0 in 99’ iff @Jx)=O 
for all ye&X The labeling of 9?’ is ;1’: 9?‘-+ (1, . . ..n} with 
A’(X) = i iff xE~i. 
Moreover, letting 
gi’=A-‘(i), i= l,..., n, 
we have 9?‘= 9’i’ 6 *.. 6 9’; with diagram epimorphisms @i : 9irtxj --+f a’(x) via 
@i(Y) = @y(x), x9 Y E B’. 
Now, if R = KB, then, since KS?‘= KS Op we have, by Theorem 2.5, 
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Theorem 2.6. If &? is an algebra diagram and R = KB, then 3’ is a diagram for 
R, via 6’: 4?l’-+ @‘K=K%‘, %‘E LZ(% ‘). iVoreover, S’(9;‘) = ej R, i = 1, . . . , n, 
and for each x+ 0 in 9?‘, @i induces an epimorphism fi : eAl(,.R + xR. 0 
We call the algebras R =K% of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 diagram algebras. They 
form a fairly large class. For example, according to Kupisch and Scherzler [lo] every 
self-injective algebra of finite representation type over an algebraically closed field 
is a diagram algebra. We conclude this section by showing that diagram algebras 
are a special kind of path (or quiver) algebra. 
The path semigroup 9( 9) of a quiver (i.e., a finite directed diagram) 9 is the 
free semigroup with zero on the vertices Uj, i= 1, . . . , n, and arrows Uj 5 uj in 9, 
subject to the relations 
VjVj = CYcVj, 
0! ifUj%Vj, 
VjaVj = 
0 otherwise. 
If 9 = Y(S), then the semigroup algebra KY is called the path algebra, of 9, and 
the non-idempotent elements of 9’ are called paths. One then obtains finite-dimen- 
sional algebras A = KY/I with quiver 9 by factoring out ideals I generated by linear 
combinations of paths of lengths at least 2. (See [5,6] .) Diagram algebras are pre- 
cisely those obtained when the ideal I is generated by a congruence relation on 9? 
Proposition 2.1. Let 92 be an algebra diagram and let ~2 be the quiver of the dia- 
gram algebra KB. Then 9 has verticies vl, . . . , v, with exactly one arrow a, from 
Ui to Uj for each arrow ej -+ a in 99 with A(a) = j, and the function h : ~2 -+ 52 with 
h(vi) = ej and h(a,) =a induces a surjective semigroup homomorphism h : cy7( 9) -+ 8. 
Conversely, if ~2 is a quiver and 9 is a finite semigroup epimorph of Y(S)), then 
4 = 9’(S) for some algebra diagram 2% 
Proof. That KB has the indicated quiver follows from the definitions of diagram 
algebras and quivers of algebras, and the homomorphism h exists because the rela- 
tions on Y( 9) are satisfied by the corresponding elements of 3 by Lemma 2.2. The 
last statement is by Proposition 2.4. 0 
3. Dropping potential 
It is usually a simple matter to check whether an n-diagram is a potential algebra 
diagram, but determining if a given choice of (@, 1 a E$ \g2) makes it an algebra 
diagram is rarely so easy. For example, consider the potential algebra diagram below 
where we have written 2a to indicate A(a) = 2, etc. Here there is only one possible 
choice for each of ea, c#I~, @ and Gg, but if we let @Ja) = 0, e,(b) = w and ad(a) =x, 
&(b)=O, then ~~O~,(el)=r=~,O~d(e,), but @~“&+~,o@d9 so @@,{&, [ UE 
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$\g2j) does not define an algebra. (Note, however that 92 becomes an algebra 
diagram if we choose @~~(a) = 0, @Jb) = w and Qd(a) = 0, gd(b) =x.) 
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In this section we shall show that certain widely applicable types of potential 
algebra diagrams are algebra diagrams for any possible choice of @, : 9Ataj -++ %(a), 
aG\S2- 
Theorem 3.1. If 3 is a potential algebra diagram with &T3 = 0, then for any choice 
of ea, (B, (@, ( aE$\&T2)) defines an algebra. 
Proof. Any composite of three or more of the ea is the zero map; if @, 0 Gb(ei) = 
eC 0 Gd(ei) = z #0, then both composites map all other elements of 3 to 0, since we 
must have z + 0 in a. Cl 
A semisimple n-module diagram is called square free if different nodes have dif- 
ferent labels. 
Theorem 3.2. If @= 9, G --- G 9,, is a potential algebra diagram with the property 
that each $@/g2@i is square free, then 32 is an algebra diagram. In fact there is 
a unique diagram epimorphism 9Ao-++ e(x) for each x z 0 in B. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis and suppose that there are two epimorphisms @, 
6’ : @i -++ a(x) (we know that there is at least one such by Lemma 2.1). Then 
i = A(x) and @(ei) =x = @(ei). If Q(z) f 0(z) # 0 for some z E gi, then there is a chain 
ei=Zo-)Zl-)s”+Zk=Z in pi 
and a corresponding chain 
x-) e(q) --) -** -+ &z,) = B(z) in e(x). 
Since @(e;) =x, there is also a chain 
ej=yo-+y,-+**.+yk in 9; 
such that 
@(yi) = 0(Zi), i=O, ..* 3 k. 
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Thus since @( yk) = 6(z) # e(z) = G(Q), yk f zk, and there is a least 1 with yI # zi, but 
now we must have 
Y/-l 
/ \ in 9i 
with 
VYJ = V@(y,)) = n(e(z,)) = L(z,), 
so if j=L( y,_ r), $Pj/$29j is not square free. 0 
A module diagram ~24 is a tree (inverted) if no two distinct paths in Mend at the 
same node zf 0. We say that a diagram homomorphism @ : A +Jv is quotient 
manic if @(~)=@(y)fO implies x=y. 
Theorem 3.3. Let 9i?= iPl 6 --- 6 gn be a potential algebra diagram with Qa : PJ(~)-+ 
+W), -$V2. If each Pi is a tree and each @, is quotient manic, then 
(8, (@, 1 ae$\g2)) defines an algebra; in fact, if @,,o**-0 @,,(ei)=@~IO***~ @b,(ei) f
0, then k = 1 and ai = bi, i = I, , . . , k. 
Proof. We induct on k with 1 s k 5 1 and @,, 0 *a* 0 oQ, (ei) = @b, 0 -** 0 @b,(ei) = z f 0. 
If k= 1, then I= 1 because Gb,o -*- 0 #b,(ei) E$. But then al = ea,(ei) = &,,(eJ = 61. 
If k> 1, then ak = b,, since there must be paths from a,+ and b, to z in some tree 
Pj. But then since @Ok is quotient manic, we must have GO, __ , 0 *-- 0 @I,, (eJ = 
@b,_, ’ -” 0 @b,@(ei)#O and the inductive hypothesis applies. 0 
In the example at the beginning of this section each @, is quotient manic, and, 
on the other hand, the diagram 
1 2 3 
/\ /\ I 
2 
also has maps @a : YAtaj --H W(a) such that (3, (@, 1 aE$T\$?2J) does not define an 
algebra. Thus neither condition of Theorem 3.3 suffices to define an algebra. 
In [3, Remark lo] after pointing out that over any artinian ring with radical 
squared zero the Cartan matrix determines the projective dimension of the simple 
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modules, we showed that such is not the case for radical cubed zero by calculating 
these entities for the rings R and R of matrices over a field K of the form 
r- 
goxuwmq goxuwmq 
OfyOuOr OfyOonr” 
OOeOzOs OOeOzOs 
OOOfOnO and 000f000 
0000f00 0000f00 
ooooogo ooooogo 
oooooog oooooog 
respectively. Alternatively, these rings can be constructed as path algebras with 
quivers for R and I? 
respectively, and relations va = 6a = &I = ($8 = @S = 86 = v0 = 0 for R, and these plus 
the additional relations VP = @ = 68 = 8q = q2 = @q = 0 for I?. 
From either of these types of representation one can, with a certain amount of 
effort, calculate the Cartan matrices of B and I?, and the projective dimensions of 
their simple modules. However, we made these examples in [3] in order to exhibit 
rings with structures indicated by the respective diagrams B and k 
1 2 3 and 1 2 3 
/ \ / \ / \ / \ / \ /I\ 
2 3 1 3 1 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 3 
/ \ / \ I / \ / \ 
2 3 2 33 2 3 2 3 
These are algebra diagrams by any of the three theorems in this section, and the re- 
quired calculations for R = KS and I?= K@ are easily performed directly from 9Z 
and L@. The Cartan matrix C= [cc] of either ring is r 1  21 2 31 I 
because, by Theorem 2.5 (see also (M3)), cij is clearly the number of nodes XE pj 
with 1(x) =i; and by the last statement in Theorem 2.5, we see at once that 
Pd(S3) = 2, Pd(S,)= 3 and Pd(Sr) = 4 over R, while Pd&)= 00 over Z?. 
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4. Some special diagram algebras 
In this concluding section we determine which algebra diagrams yield serial alge- 
bras, zero relation algebras and hereditary algebras, and we examine injective pro- 
jective modules in light of Alperin’s notion of strong module diagrams. 
A module M over an artinian ring is uniserial, in the sense that its submodule lat- 
tice is a chain, if and only if there is a module diagram J@ for A4 that is a chain 
x1 -+ .** --+x/C. Thus if S= 9, G *a. G gn is an algebra diagram, then KS?! is a left 
serial algebra if and only if each pi is a chain. (Note that by Theorem 3.2 or 3.3 
any such potential algebra diagram automatically defines an algebra.) There is an 
easy test to determine whether KC%? is actually a (two-sided) serial algebra. 
Theorem 4.1. Let 8= PI G --a G 9,., be an algebra diagram. Then R = KB is a serial 
algebra if and only if each @i is a chain and &C/g2 is square free. 
Proof. It is obvious that in the diagram B’= pi G a-- G 9; for R, (Theorem 2.6) 
every gj’ is a chain if and only if each g;$/g/g2 is simple or zero. But by defini- 
tion of @/, g;J?\ 9$?2=(aE$\$2 1 L(a)=i}. 0 
In [12] Murase showed how to construct, as a rather complicated algebra of 
matrices, a serial ring R with Kupisch series Rel, . . . , Re, (i.e., Re; - Je,, 1 and 
Re, --t) Jel) such that Rej has composition length Ci for any prescribed sequence of 
positive integers cl, . . . , c, satisfying ci+i s Ci+ 1 (i = 1, . . . , n - 1) and cl 5 c, + 1. 
Diagram algebras afford a particularly simple way to construct such rings. One 
simply takes Yi with diagram ei 3 Xi1 -+ *-- -+ Xic,__ I and labels L(xti) = [i-j], the 
least positive residue of i-j modulo n. For example if the sequence is cl = 2, c2 = 2, 
c3 = 3, cq = 4 simply take Kg with diagrams 3 and 3’ 
1 2 3 4 and 1 2 3 4 
I I I I I I I I 
4 1 2 3 2 3 4 1 
I I I I 
1 2 3 4 
I I 
1 4 
(It is particularly easy to calculate 3’ from 8 in the serial case.) 
Recently Green and others [7-91 have given quite a bit of attention to zero relation 
algebras - those path algebras of the form K(W1) where I is an ideal consisting 
of paths of length 1 2 in the path semigroup L?‘= g( 2) of a quiver 2. According 
to Proposition 2.7 these are diagram algebras. As such they are characterized by the 
following result. Here one should note that, by Theorem 3.3, any potential algebra 
diagram satisfying condition (a) defines an algebra. 
Theorem 4.2. An algebra R is a zero relation algebra if and only if R z KBfor some 
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algebra diagram a= 9, 6 -*- G Pn satisfying the following equivalent conditions: 
(a) Each Pi is a tree and @, is quotient manic for all a E$?\&?~; 
(b) If ai, bje$?\g2 with al--*ak=bl *-*b/+0, then k=l and ai=bi, i=l,...,k; 
(c) Pi and 9’; are trees for i=l,...,n. 
Proof. (a) * (b). Since a, *-* ak = @,, 0 --- 0 @,,(eA(,,, ), this implication follows from 
Theorem 3.3. 
(b) * (c). If x-+z and y--+z with z#O in gi, then by Lemma 2.3 ax=z=by for 
some a, b E 9?. Assuming (b) this is impossible unless x = y. Thus gi, and by sym- 
metry Y/, is a tree. 
(c) 3 (a). If 9; is a tree one cannot have xa = ya = z f 0 in $’ unless x = y. But 
xa = Qa(x). 
If 9= 9(a) is a path semigroup, 1 is an ideal in 9, and ai, pj are arrows in 9 
with ai o .a. o ak=P1 o --- opl z 0 in Y/I = 9’\ I U {I), then, by definition of Y( 9), 
k=l and ai=Pi, i=l,... , n. Thus the zero relation algebra K( y/Z) = Ka(Y/Z) 
satisfies condition (b). Conversely, suppose 8I? satisfies (b), g= g( 9) is the path 
semigroup of the quiver .9= k?(K@), and h : 9’-+ 34f is the homomorphism of 
Proposition 2.7. If h(a,, 0 -a- 0 aQk)=h(ab, 0 --- 0 a@0 with ai and bjEg\g2, then 
k=l and ai=bi for i=l, . . . . k, so the paths are equal. Thus if I= (SE 9 1 h(s) = 01, 
then L@zLT/I. Cl 
Example II presented by Wilson in [16] is a zero relation algebra with diagrams 
9?! and @2’, respectively, 
1 2 and 1 
1 2 1 
His computations are obviously based on a mind’s eye view of these diagrams. 
Clearly 9; is a tree if and only if g@i = %(al) u *-* G %(ak) where each @(ai) is 
a tree, and then by Theorem 2.5 in R = KG% we have Jei = Rai@ **- @ Rak. Also by 
Theorem 2.5, Ra is projective if and only if @A(Q) : PA+,) --++ %(a) is injective. Thus 
we have 
Theorem 4.3. A diagram algebra R = K6@ is hereditary if and only if each Pi is a 
tree and @a : gAtaj -+ *(a) is injective for each a ~$\g~. Cl 
Although, by definition, they represent radicals well, an algebra diagram 3 can 
be quite misleading about the socle of K@. Indeed, if 3 is the diagram 
1 
/\ 
b with &(a) = G,(b) = Gb(a) = eb(b) =x, 
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then Sot %?= {x> but the commutative algebra R = KB has Sot R = Rx@ R(a - b). 
In fact, Y= (1, a, a - b, x, 0) is an algebra semigroup in R and R = KY with a(9) 
of the form 
1 
/\ 
a a- b with @,(a) =x, @Ja- b) =O. 
X 
Following Alperin [l] we say that if K is a submodule of M, then the cosocle of 
K in M is Cosoc K, the submodule between K and A4 such that (Cosoc K)/K= 
Soc(M/K). The cosocle of a subdiagram %Y in a module diagram &Y is defined 
analogously, so Cosoc @ is the subdiagram of .M whose nodes are the ones from 
which all arrows end in @. 
If & is a diagram for M, then Rad(Cosoc a) c @ for any subdiagram %Y of 4, 
so we see that Rad G(Cosoc a) = G(Rad(Cosoc @)) c a(@). Thus we always have 
G(cosoc +q c_ cosoc d(a). 
If JZ is a diagram for a module A4 such that 6 preserves cosocles as well as radi- 
cals, then & is called a strong diagram for M. We say that an algebra diagram 3 
is strong if it is a strong diagram for KRK% for all fields K. 
Proposition 4.4. An algebra diagram 39 is strong if for all a E$ \g2 and all 
x~,x,E~, axI =ax,#O implies x1 =x2. 
Proof. It follows at once from Lemma 2.3 that if @ is a subdiagram of @, then 
Cosoc Q= (XE 3 1 axe 4% for all a e$‘\g2}. On the other hand, if R = KS and 
J=RadR, then J=d@)=K&Tso CosocG(@)=(r~R 1 arEK*for all a@\g2}. 
Thus if r= C,* kXx~ Cosoc G(@)\G(Cosoc *), then there is an x1 E 9 such that 
k,, #O and an a ~g \&T2 such that ax1 $ @, while at the same time 
But then letting z=axl we must have CO_ k,=O, so there is an x2#xl with ax, = 
z=axl. Cl 
Observing that the condition of Proposition 4.4 is equivalent to @& being quotient 
manic on @’ for all aEJ?\g2, we see that by Theorem 3.2 the diagrams for zero 
relation algebras are strong. However this proposition applies in many other cases. 
For example 
Corollary 4.5. An algebra diagram 39 is strong ij; in 92, 
36 K. R . Fuller 
x1 \ /x2 implies 2 (xl ) f A_ (x2). Cl 
z#O 
If 9? and 9?’ are strong algebra diagrams, the following proposition gives a 
method for determining whether K9? is self-injective: 
Proposition 4.6. If 92 and S’ are strong algebra diagrams, then Rei is injective 
over R = KS if and only if 
SOC Pi = {X} = sOc pi(x) 
for some x E 9% 
Proof. Recalling that 9icX, = A-‘(A.(x)) and that A’(x) = i if and only if x E yi, we 
see from Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 that the condition is equivalent to Sot Rei z Rej/Jej 
and Sot ejR zejR/ej J for some j= A(X). This characterizes injectivity of Rei (see 
Mh 0 
In [ll, Example 6.41 Morita found a subring of a 10 x 10 matrix ring over a field 
K that is isomorphic to the diagram algebra K% with % of the form 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
/\ I I /\ 
2 3 4 4 5 6 
5 6 
This diagram satisfies the condition of Corollary 4.5 and the Go’s (uniquely deter- 
mined, by Theorem 3.2) are all quotient manic, so L% and B’ are strong algebra dia- 
grams. Noting that Soc(@i)= {xEA-l(j) 1 x~Ker #a, for all aE$\$T2) one easily 
uses Proposition 4.6 to check that Rel, Re, and Re3 are all injective, so R is a QF-3 
ring as Morita observed, and considering ~8’ too, it is easy to verify his further 
observation that HomR(e4 R/e4 J2, R) s (e5 + e6) Re, z Re5 @ Re,. 
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